GEBERIT SHOWCASE

WHERE STYLE
AND FUNCTION
GO HAND-IN-HAND

Geberit concealed cisterns and buttons,
used at the Astonia Residences on
Sydney’s North Shore, provide elegant
solutions for the discerning homeowner.

Opposite page: Geberit’s
extensive range of elegant
button designs and finishes
can complement the look of
any contemporary bathroom.
This page, top: The Astonia
Residences offer magnificent
visas across Lavender Bay to
the Sydney Harbour Bridge.
This page, bottom: Geberit
concealed cisterns enable
design flexibility and help
to maximize space in the
bathroom.

M

ore and more Australian homeowners are preferring
an urban lifestyle close to infrastructure and
amenities. The Astonia Residences, located in
Milsons Point on Sydney’s North Shore, is a boutique
development of eight apartments catering to this preference
while also providing a sense of luxury and spaciousness.
Designed by Nettleton Tribe, the apartments feature signaturelook bathrooms that include elegant design solutions from sanitary
products specialist Geberit.
Each apartment is significantly larger than is standard for
the area and has at least three deluxe bathrooms, along with
at least three bedrooms and three car spaces. Gosia Piotrowski,
head of Nettleton Tribe’s interiors division, says the apartments
are designed to maximize living space. “The apartments have a
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magnificent vista across Lavender Bay with Harbour Bridge views,
and our brief was to open up the interior living areas to capitalize
on the breathtaking panorama,” she says.
Optimizing the living spaces didn’t mean compromising in
other areas such as the bathrooms, however. Gosia says she and
her team were excited about the opportunity to create a new level
of luxury in the bathrooms with Geberit’s Swiss, quality concealed
cisterns. “Geberit concealed cisterns offer greater design flexibility
when planning the bathrooms,” she says. “We were able to
maximize space and to choose the pan we felt best suited our overall
design.”
Geberit offers unique design choices, with an extensive range
of sophisticated and elegant button designs and finishes
to complement the look of any contemporary bathroom.

“We chose Geberit Sigma01 buttons because of the organic
look,” says Gosia. “We also chose Geberit concealed cisterns for
the smaller bathrooms and powder rooms in the Astonia development
to achieve clean lines and uninterrupted tiling as a signature feature
in these spaces.”
Geberit cisterns offer architects and designers the freedom to
select either mechanical or pneumatic flush options. The cisterns can
also be matched with a vast range of pans, including back-to-wall and
wall-hung. Plus, they offer the choice to hide the cisterns in vanity
hobs and even in ceilings, with a button placement of up to three
metres from the pan. Geberit cisterns are also water efficient, with
options that carry a 4-star WELS rating.
Ideal for the discerning homeowner, Geberit concealed cisterns
and buttons offer elegance, design flexibility and Swiss quality. GEBERIT
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